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Global Views began in 1997 with a vision to produce a unique collection of home accessories and
accent pieces. The founders drew upon their strong retail buying experience as well as their
product development and marketing expertise to bring about a line of home accessories that is
individualistic, as well as a great value. The collection blends pieces that are elegant, exotic,
refined and casual.
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OFFERING BOWL-AQUA
Item code 1979

Size: Dia 25.4 x D 22.86 x H 43.18 cms
 

Peaceful and serene, a ceramic figure in
a rich white ceramic glaze holds a

brightly contrasted turquoise bowl.
Inspired from Chinese artifacts from the

17 & 18th century. Our Offering Bowl
sculpture gives your space a touch of

tranquility.



ONE HAND BALANCING ACT
Item code: 8.81676

Size W 17.78 - D 13.97 - H 46.3 
 

Inspired by gymnast in motion, these graceful
sculptures can stand alone on a pedestal or mix

beautifully into any interior.
 
 

MASQUERADE
Item code: 7.80373

Size W 21.59 - D 7.62 - H 27.94 CMS
 

Masquerade is inspired by the mystique of Carnival
in Venice. Masked, delicate-winged male figures look

as if they will leap into flight at any moment. Lost
wax brass casting of figures perched on a broken

circle of iron; honed white marble base.



DANCERS TWO ARM LIFT
Item code 8.82451

Size: W 17.145 x D 10.16 x H 30.48 cm
 

Dancers Two arm lift sculpture is shaped
in iron and rests on black marble.



REEL IT IN
Item code: 8.81992

Size W 36.83- D 15.24- H 44.45 CMS
 

This fisherman is cast iron with a bronze finish.
He sits comfortably on a shelf or table.

SUP SCULPTURE
Item code 8.82447
Size: W 43.18 x D

13.33 x H 28.57 cm
 

SUP sculpture is made
of cast iron and sits on

black marble.
 



CARRYABOUT VASE-SILVER
Item code SMALL 8.81949 MEDIUM 8.81948 BIG 8.81947

 
Size: Big W 31.75 x D 13.97 x H 45.085 cms

Medium W 16.51 x D 8.25 x H 24.76 cms
Small W 13.3 x D 6.5 x H 19 cms

 
Electroplated silver ceramic make these cute little vases

unique. Watertight and great for a traditional or
asymmetrical flower arrangement.



FOOTED ALABASTER BOWL W/SILVER
Item code .31665

Size: Dia 24.76 x H 28.575 cms
 

The Footed Alabaster Bowl is made of
alternating blocks of Italian alabaster with
silver leaf painted detail. As alabaster is a

natural product, please be aware that there will
always be variations in veining and color.

PALMA CANDLEHOLDERS-MATTE WHITE
Item code 7.10101 and 7.10102

 
Size: right hand W 33.02 x D 30.48 x H 55.88 

Left hand W 33.02 x D 30.48 x H 73.66 cms
 

Artfully sculpted expressive hands are realized in fine
Portuguese ceramic. Each hand can hold a 4 inch pillar candle or
the accompanying bowl (Sold separately; 7.10103). Each hand is

sold individually



TWIG 3 VASE HOLDER-BRASS
Item code 9.92654

Size: W 60.96 x D 44.45 x H 30.48 cms
 

Stems of solid sand-cast brass twist and turn
creating our Twig Vase Holders. These delicate vase

holders have taken natural elements and turned
them into glowing artful accessories. The glass bulb-
shaped vases display small buds beautifully. Display

one piece for a simple look or show all three sizes
together for a dramatic tablescape. Available in three

sizes: Large 3-vase holder, Medium 2-vase holder,
and Small 1-vase holder. Also available in Nickel.

BOWL HOLDER GLASS GOLD
Item code WDS8159-GV

Size: DIA 29.2 x H 21.6 cms
 

 This clever epergne/compote is nestled within 3 golden
antlers rising off a tripod base made of iron. Multi-purpose

use this for floral arrangements, fruit, and decorative
displays. Available in 2 finishes and has a companion serving

tray. Tray sold separately.

Available in 1 & 2 Vases as well



FLIP FLOP CANDLEHOLDER/VASE
Item code: 6.60216 / 6.60217 / 6.60218

 
Size small DIA 12.7 - H 36.83 cms 

Size Medium DIA 12.7 - H 45.72 cms 
Size Large DIA 12.7 - H 60.96 cms 

 
Our Flip Flop Candleholder/Vase is a clever little piece that multi-tasks

brilliantly. Flip the clear glass piece one way for a towering candle holder
or flip the other way for a simply stunning vase.



EXPOSED MIRRORS-ANTIQUE
BRASS

Item code: 7.9111
Size small DIA 81.28 - D 3.81 36.83

cms
 

Round antique brass plated mirror.
Hangs on a cleat that is provided but

gives the illusion that the mirror hangs
from a hook. Available in two sizes



BEAUMONT SQUARE
MIRROR-GOLD LEAF

Item code: 8.82552
Size W 121.92- D 3.17 - H 121.92

CMS
 

Mirror frame is made of solid pine
with gold leaf finish. Decorative

beveled cut pattern on mirror with
brass clips. 

TWIG MIRROR-GOLD LEAF
Item code: 7.8057

Size W 43.18- D 8.89 - H 43.18
CMS

 
 

The Twig Collection originated
with one of Studio A Home's

inspired artisans. He went into
the woods and selected

interesting branches, made
prototypes using the real

branches, then cast the table
bases and mirror frames from

the prototypes.

BAMBOO MIRROR W/GOLD FINISH
Item code: 8.80833

 
Size W 71.12- D 15.24 - H 124.46 CMS

 
Iron with antique gold metal leaf finish



LIGHTING



LAYERED RAINDROP CHANDELIER
Item code: 7.80643

Size DIA 46.99 - H 77.47 CMS
 

Suspended loops of soft glowing dimmable light offer a
dramatic and functional accent to any environment.

The LED light source located in each suspended light
head interacts with air entrapped bubbles in the shaped

acrylic rod to create a dramatic focal point. Individual
adjustment options allow for endless configurations
and the extendable cloth covered power cords with
lengths of up to 6 feet permits placement above a

dining room table or in a stairway entry. The perfect
conversation piece for any space!

 

LAYERED RAINDROP PENDANT
Item code: 7.80644

Size DIA 25.4 - H 251.46 CMS
 

Suspended loops of soft glowing dimmable light
offer a dramatic and functional accent to any

environment. The LED light source located in each
suspended light head interacts with air entrapped

bubbles in the shaped acrylic rod to create a
dramatic focal point. Individual adjustment options

allow for endless configurations and the
extendable cloth covered power cords with lengths

of up to 6 feet permits placement above a dining
room table or in a stairway entry. The perfect

conversation piece for any space!

ROUND LAYERED RAINDROP CHANDELIER
Item code: 7.80678

Size DIA 52.07 - H 251.46 CMS
 

Suspended loops of soft glowing dimmable light offer a
dramatic and functional accent to any environment.

The LED light source located in each suspended light
head interacts with air entrapped bubbles in the shaped

acrylic rod to create a dramatic focal point. Individual
adjustment options allow for endless configurations
and the extendable cloth covered power cords with
lengths of up to 6 feet permits placement above a

dining room table or in a stairway entry. The perfect
conversation piece for any space!



LEO CHANDELIER-20 DROP ROUND-SATIN BRASS
Item code: ASH8.80013

Size DIA 65.405- H 156.21 CMS
 

There is just something magical about gleaming Quartz Crystals.
Alluring, healing, chic, sexy, our Leo Collection checks all the boxes
and more. Made from gorgeous hand polished natural quartz crystal
paired with soft satin brass, the Leo Collection turns any space into

a work of art.

LEO CHANDELIER-20 DROP RECTANGLE-SATIN BRASS
Item code: ASH8.80014

Size W 152.4 - D 51.43 - H 136.525CMS
 

There�s just something magical about gleaming Quartz Crystals.
Alluring, healing, chic, sexy, our Leo Collection checks all the boxes
and more. Made from gorgeous hand polished natural quartz crystal

paired with soft satin brass, the Leo Collection turns any space into a
work of art.



SIX LIGHT CHANDELIER - SHINY BRASS
Item code RM9.90000

Size: DIA 86.4 x H 167.6 cms
 

Holds six 40W candelabra lamp bulbs. 5"Dia. X 1"H.
 

Stems of solid sand-cast brass twist and turn creating our Twig
Vase Holders. These delicate vase holders have taken natural

elements and turned them into glowing artful accessories. The
glass bulb-shaped vases display small buds beautifully. Display
one piece for a simple look or show all three sizes together for a

dramatic tablescape. Available in three sizes: Large 3-vase
holder, Medium 2-vase holder, and Small 1-vase holder. Also

available in Nickel.



CARLO CHANDELIER
Item code: CLL9.90047

Size DIA 76.2 - H 46.99 CMS
 

The hand hewn and blown Carlo Chandelier takes its
design cues from the Mid-Century Italian masters.

With a vintage amber cast, gorgeous sculpted glass
and metal, this uniquely gorgeous chandelier will

make any room.
 

EMPIRE PENDANT BRASS
Item code 7.91194

 



~CALLIE CHANDELIER
Item code: ASH8.80036

Size W 139.7 - D 7.62 - H 162.56CMS
 

Modern simplicity was the design directive when
creating the Callie Collection. Frosted saber shaped

glass radiates with the warm glow of diffused light and
pairs beautifully with the satin brass articulated arms

of this sculptural chandelier.

LEO CHANDELIER-20 DROP ROUND-SATIN
BRASS

Item code: ASH8.80037-HW
Size W 11.176 - D 10.16 - H 33.02 CMS

 
Modern simplicity was the design directive when

creating the Callie Collection. Frosted saber shaped
glass radiates with the warm glow of diffused light and

pairs beautifully with the satin brass body of this
striking sconce.



STOIC CHANDELIER  OMBRE NICKLE
Item code 7.91005

Size: DIA 96.5 x H 78.7 cms
 

This chandelier has an Ombre graphite/pewter
finish on the base and frosted glass covers. The
pitted texture of the metal base is achieved by
giving the iron an acid bath. Holds nine 25W "B"

bulbs.

CUBE SLAB TABLE LAMP ANTIQUE
NICKLE

Item code 7.91079
Size: W 55.88 x D 27.94 x H 30.48 cm

 
Two square slabs of cast glass slide into a sleek

satin nickel-finished base with matching
rectangular finial. Cord switch turns on lights

encased in the cast glass base and lights
behind the tapered poly silk shade. 



CONVOLUTION SCONCE
Item code: ASH8.80012

Size W 40.64 - D 43.18 - H 63.5 CMS
 

Delicate brass ribbons illuminate with a
continuous soft LED glow on our Convolution

Sconce. The sculptural shape of this piece
makes a bold and artistic statement, creating
an undeniable focal point for any room. This

design is truly unique and unexpected.



QUATREFOIL SCONCE-BRASS-HW
Item code: RT9.90004-HW

Size W 13.97 - D 15.24- H 91.44 CMS
 

Roger Thomas was inspired by chinoiserie, the
most exotic influence of the 18th century

decorative arts. Reinvent it's romance for the
21st century with our pendant sconce. Made
of solid brass with a quatrefoil design on the

back plate. Crisp, pleated bottom finial.
Hardback fabric shade.

ACRYLIC SCONCE-BRASS-HW
Item code: 9.93591-HW

Size W 19.05 - D 10.16 - H 55.88 CMS
 

Elegant in style, our Acrylic Sconce has
varying heights of acrylic tubes held in

place by a solid brass central 'belt'. Narrow
in depth and completely hides the light

bulbs.

TWIG ELECTRIFIED WALL SCONCE-
BRASS ON BRASS W/BRONZE SHADE

Item code: 9.918
Size  W 51.43 - D 10.16 -  H 78.74

 
Featuring a bold bronze-finished rectangular

metal shade, the Twig Wall Sconce's limbs are
cast from actual trees and the base is hand

polished to perfection. Magnificent in design and
structure, the sconce comes in both electrified

and hard-wired options.



MARBLE STACK LAMP
Item code: 8.82882

Size DIA 46.99 - H 77.47 CMS
 

Stacked layers of white marble
separated by collars of brass plated

steel. Holds two A bulbs with two pull
chains and a brass finial. Hardback

fabric shade.



ORBIT LAMP - BRASS
Item code: 9.93391

Size W 40.64 - D 43.18 - H 58.42 CMS

Our Orbit Lamp is done in brass and
sits atop a solid white marble base. A
3" crystal ball is suspended in the air

by the brass base.



CLASSIC BULB CRYSTAL LAMP
Item code 8.81562

Size: DIA 45.72 x H 76.83 cms
 

The French Wired Classic Bulb Crystal Lamp was inspired by
a baluster, a name coined in 17th-century Italy for the

bulbous item?s resemblance to blossoming pomegranate
flowers (balaustra in Italian).This exquisite lamp is made of
solid crystal that has been polished smooth and the lamp

shade is ivory silk.

PALMA CANDLEHOLDERS-MATTE WHITE
Item code 8.82697

Size: DIA 38.1 x H 80 cm
 

Brilliantly cut glass takes on a classic shape with a
crystal clear finish. Sitting on a smooth metal base, our
Classic Crystal Urn Lamp is sure to light up any room.



 GEOMETRIC METAL AND MERCURY
GlASS TABLE LAMP ANTIQUE GOLD

Item code WDS8124-GV
Size: Dia 45.7 x H 72.4 cms

 
An antiqued gold metal surround punctuated

with geometric forms encapsulates the
antique mirror base to create a dimensional

quality to this distinctive table lamp.
Completed with a white drum shade, the light

will glow off this beautifully designed lamp.



FETE TABLE LAMP-BRASS
Item code 7.91190

Size: W 45.72 x D 26.67 x H 72.39 cms
 

True to its name, our Fete Table Lamp brings
a little celebration to any space. Crafted

from brass with a polished finish, this
stunning lamp will light up your world.

 



MARBLE SPHERE LAMP
Item code 8.82884

Size: Dia 35.56 x H 52.07 cms
 

The Marble Sphere Lamp is made of
solid marble with brass fittings.



CRIMP CHANDELIER-ANTIQUE NICKEL
Item code 7.90363

Size: Dia 81.28 x H 45.72 cms
 

Hand-crimping the steel shade gives the Crimp its
unique three-dimensional character. Includes

frosted diffuser and nickel canopy. Also available
in bronze finish.

CRIMP TABLE LAMP-ANTIQUE NICKEL
Item code 7.90365

Size: Dia 39.37 x H 83.82 cms
 

A striking hand-crimped steel base and matching shade
give the Crimp Lamp its unique three-dimensional

character. Available in both an antique nickel (as shown)
and warm bronze finish, the piece is grounded by a
granite base that adds depth and complements the

delicate, geometric creases. 



SPIKE ETAGERE
Item code: 7.90457

Size W 73.66- D 38.1 - H 203.2 CMS
 

The Spike Collection juxtaposes brass-plated
iron spikes with smooth, honed white marble.

The Spike etagere provides six shelves of
usable space for storage or display.



SPIKE COCKTAIL TABLE
Item code: 7.90458

Size W 127- D 55.88 - H 45.72 CMS
 

The Spike Collection juxtaposes brass-plated iron
spikes with smooth, honed white marble. The
collection of tables includes a Coffee Table,

Console and Accent Table.
 

SPIKE ACCENT TABLE WITH WHITE
MARBLE

Item code: 7.90373
Size DIA 43.18 - H60.96 CMS

 
A new addition to the Spike Collection, the

gold-finished accent table has a white
marble top.

 

SPIKE CONSOLE
Item code: 7.90459

Size W 111.76- D 25.4 - H 81.91 CMS
 

Spike Console-Antique Brass w/White
Marble



PETITE 2 TIERED TABLE-ANTIQUE
BRASS

Item code: 9.91248
Size DIA 31.75- H 57.15 CMS

 
Dainty and demure, but with amazing

placement potential, our Petite 2-Tiered
Table provides just enough surface space

to display your favorite odds and ends. The
antique brass frame gleams against the

black granite tops.

DIRECTOIRE TABLE-BRASS & WHITE
MARBLE

Item code: 8793
Size DIA 43.18- H 67.31 CMS

 
Subtle, yet grand in composure, our

Directoire Table recalls an earlier time in
history. This oh so French piece with its

slim footprint is fantastic little side table
with ample surface space for your

essentials.

TWIG TABLE-BRASS & WHITE
MARBLE

Item code: 8976
Size DIA 41.91 - H 55.88 CMS

 
Referencing the natural world, this
beautiful table has a twig textured

brass frame and is topped with a round
white marble surface. The simple

beauty of the materials shines through
in this timeless design.



Special Discounts

20% 20%

20%20%15%
T&C apply.

20%
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